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A wideband dual-polarized slot antenna loaded with artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) is proposed for WLAN/WIMAX and
LTE applications. The slot antenna mainly consists of two pairs of arrow-shaped slots along the diagonals of the square patch.
Stepped microstrip feedlines are placed orthogonally to excite the horizontal and vertical polarizations of the antenna. To realize
unidirectional radiation and low profile, an AMC surface composed of 7 × 7 unit cells is designed underneath a distance of 0.09𝜆0
(𝜆0 being the wavelength in free space at 2.25GHz) from the slot antenna. Both the dual-polarized slot antenna and the AMC
surface are fabricated and measured. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed antenna achieves for both polarizations
a wide impedance bandwidth (return loss 10 dB) of 36.7%, operating from 1.96 to 2.84GHz. The isolation between the two input
ports keeps higher than 29 dBwhereas the cross-polarization levels basicallymaintain lower than−30 dB across the entire frequency
band. High front-to-back ratios better than 22 dB and a stable gain higher than 8 dBi are obtained over the whole band.

1. Introduction

Dual-polarized antennas have led to a wide range of appli-
cations in modern wireless communication systems since
they can effectively mitigate multipath fading problem and
enhance channel capacity. To cover several wireless commu-
nication services, the antenna should be designed to operate
in a wide band. Furthermore, the space to accommodate
antennas becomes more and more limited, resulting in high
demand for low-profile antennas. Nevertheless, it is still
difficult to design a low-profile antenna to simultaneously
achieve wide band, high port isolation, and low cross-
polarization. Microstrip antenna is a good candidate for
base-station application due to its light weight, low cost,
low profile, and easy conformability for dual-polarization
implementation [1–3]. As known, both the bandwidth and
port isolation of themicrostrip antenna are not good enough.
In recent years, various attractive feeding mechanisms, such
as meandering probes [4], L-probes [5], T-type probes [6],
Γ-shaped probes [7], hybrid feeding mechanisms [8, 9],
aperture-coupled feeds [10], and differential feeds [11, 12],
are proposed to enhance the performance of dual-polarized

patch antennas. However, all these techniques lead to high
profiles and nonplanar feeding structures, which bring great
difficulties in integration and fabrication. In [13], a wideband
dual-polarized patch antenna employing a broadband balun
has been proposed. Unfortunately, it is hard to design a balun
suitable to cover all the requirements of wideband dual-
polarized antennas.

By contrast, slot antenna has a planar structure but
with high back radiation [14]. For unidirectional radia-
tion, a metallic ground plane is needed to suppress back
radiation. However, when the antenna is located close to
the metallic plane its radiation efficiency reduces because
of the electromagnetic energy reflection due to the metal
reflector. To tackle the problem, the antenna is generally
placed at a distance of 0.25𝜆 or higher from the metallic
ground plane, and this results in a high profile which may
be impractical for modern wireless communication systems.
Recently, the artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) surface
attracts much interest owing to its good properties including
in-phase reflection for planewaves and suppression of surface
waves. AMC can act as a reflector for enhanced radia-
tions in the frequency range where it reflects the incoming
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Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed dual-polarized antenna. (a) Top and side views and (b) dual-polarized slot antenna.

radiations with a phase coefficient ranging between −90∘
and +90∘ [15, 16]. Additionally, the antenna works well
when it is positioned very closely to the AMC surface,
which makes it possible to design an antenna having a low
profile.

In our previous study [17], a stepped-impedance slot
structure has been successfully employed in the dual-
polarized antenna design as a kind of slot resonator to realize
broadband operation. In this paper, two pairs of arrow-
shaped slots are instead introduced along the diagonals of
a squared patch and combined with an AMC surface, so as
to realize a lower profile and a wider impendence bandwidth
with respect to the antenna proposed in [17], as well as good
dual-polarized operation performance. The paper extends
the previous study and provides a new effective approach to
the design of wideband low-profile dual-polarized antennas
based on radiating slots and AMC surfaces. Furthermore,
measured results performed on a prototype show that the
antenna exhibits low cross-polarization levels and high port
isolation.

2. Antenna Configuration and Design

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the proposed antenna. It
consists of a dual-polarized slot antenna and an AMC surface
located underneath the antenna to act as a reflector. The slot
antenna is constructed on a 1mm thick FR4 substrate (𝜀𝑟 =
4.4, tan 𝛿 = 0.02) while the AMC structure is printed on a
3mm thick FR4 substrate (𝜀𝑟 = 4.5, tan 𝛿 = 0.02). As shown
in Figure 1(b), the slot antenna selects two identical pairs
of arrow-shaped slots along the diagonals as the radiation
aperture and two orthogonal stepped strips as feedlines. Each
arrow-shaped slot, formed by three slotline resonators, is
composed of a narrow rectangular slot, a triangular slot,
and a slightly wide rectangular slot loaded with two circu-
lar slots at its end. It is noteworthy that two-circular-slot
design is employed in each arrow-shaped slot to increase the
operating bandwidth and improve the impedance matching.

The resonant condition of the antenna depends upon the
length (𝐿1 + 𝐿2 + 𝐿3) of the arrow-shaped slot, which is
approximately equal to half of the wavelength. Both the
length and width of each section of the arrow-shaped slot
can be adjusted for the slot antenna to achieve broadband
property. In addition, the microstrip feeding lines are pro-
vided with stepped strips for a better impedance matching.
The excitation network consists of two narrow rectangular
strips extending to the end of the stepped feedlines where
they electrically join with each other by two slender pins (see
Figure 1).

The AMC surface consists of metallic ground, grounded
dielectric substrate, and periodical patches, without any
grounded via. Generally, the periodicity of the patches is
much smaller than the wavelength. The unit cell of the
proposed AMC surface, shown in Figure 1(a), has a size
of 16.5mm × 16.5mm and exhibits a gap width of 1.5mm
between adjacent cells. According to the workingmechanism
of the AMC surface, when the phase of the reflected wave on
the AMC surface in the desired band varies from −90∘ to 90∘,
it presents in-phase property. The performance of an infinite
repetition of the unit cell is simulated by ANSYS HFSS. As
shown in Figure 2(a), the HFSS model is based on simulating
scattering parameters of a single port air-filled waveguide
with two perfect electric conductors (PEC) and two perfect
magnetic conductors (PMC) walls. The propagating plane
wave is polarized parallel to the PMC walls and normal
to the PEC walls. Figure 2(b) plots the simulated phase
reflection response of the AMC structure for a normally
incident plane wave. It can be obviously seen that the ±90∘
reflection phase of the AMC structure covers from 1.85GHz
to 3.16GHz. Based upon the unit cell, a 7 × 7 periodic AMC
array is developed and positioned underneath at a distance
of 12mm (0.09𝜆0, 𝜆0 being the wavelength in free space at
2.25GHz) from the antenna. This array acts as a reflector to
achieve unidirectional radiation patterns with high front-to-
back ratios.
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Figure 2: (a) Simulation model of AMC unit. (b) Simulated reflection phase of the proposed AMC unit.

3. Results and Discussions

The antenna combined with the AMC structure is analyzed
and optimized. The final values of the parameters defined in
Figure 1 are listed in Table 1.

To have an insight into the mechanism governing the
behavior of the proposed antenna, a detailed study on the
antenna without reflector and that over a finite PEC (30mm
away with the same size as the AMC reflector) has been
performed for comparison. Figure 3 plots the simulated
reflection coefficients (|𝑆11|) of three dual-polarized slot
antennas. As it can be observed, the antenna over the AMC
reflector achieves the widest operating bandwidth with good
impedance matching. This behavior is confirmed by the
input impedance curves exhibited by the different dual-
polarized slot antennas depicted in Figure 4. In particular, the
impedance curve related with the AMC reflector shows that
one extra resonance, with resistance of about 50 Ohm and
null reactance at 2.07GHz, is generated by the introduction
of the AMC surface, which results in antennaminiaturization
and broadband property.

The effects of key design parameters such as 𝑊1, 𝑊3,
𝐻, 𝑚 and the number of AMC units on the antenna 𝑆-
parameter are investigated. In particular, when the narrow
rectangular slot width 𝑊1 increases, the second resonant
frequency shifts to higher frequency whereas the first res-
onant frequency almost keeps unchanged as it appears in
Figure 5. Simultaneously, the middle band is significantly
deteriorated. This means that 𝑊1 plays an important role
in controlling the second resonant frequency and in the
improvement of the impedance matching. Figure 6 shows
the frequency behavior of |𝑆11| of the proposed antenna for
different values of parameter𝑊3. From this figure it appears
that as 𝑊3 increases from 0.5 to 1.5mm the first deep in
the resonant frequency shifts up, while the second deep
in the resonant frequency increases. Finally, 𝑊3 = 1mm is

Table 1: Optimized parameters of the proposed antenna.

Para. Values (mm)
𝐿 43.5
𝑊 43.5
𝐿1 8.6
𝐿2 6.8
𝐿3 12.0
𝑊
1

0.7
𝑊2 5.0
𝑊3 1.0
𝐿𝑓
1

12.5
𝐿𝑓2 6.25
𝐿𝑓3 10.25
𝑊𝑓1 1.5
𝑊𝑓2 0.5
𝑋𝑐 3.0
𝑊𝑐 0.5
𝐿𝑜 2.3
𝑊𝑜 1.4
𝑔 1.5
𝑚 16.5
𝐻 12.0
𝐿ℎ 115.5
𝑎 1.3
𝑏 0.25
𝑐 2.5
𝑑 1.0
𝑒 1.0

chosen as the optimized value. In the process of designing
the antenna with the AMC reflector, the distance𝐻 between
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Figure 3: Simulated |𝑆11| of the different dual-polarized slot anten-
nas.
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Figure 4: Simulated input impedance of the different dual-polarized
slot antennas.

the slot antenna and the AMC structure has to be considered.
Figure 7 illustrates the frequency behavior of |𝑆11| of the
dual-polarized slot antenna, placed over the AMC plane, for
different values of the distance𝐻. From this figure it appears
that the bandwidth is almost unaffected, while the impedance
matching strongly depends on parameter𝐻. In particular, an
increase of the distance between the antenna and the AMC
surface leads to a good impedance matching. For a low-
profile dual-polarized antenna,𝐻 = 12mm is finally selected.
In addition, the frequency behavior of |𝑆11| of the proposed
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Figure 5: Simulated |𝑆11| of the proposed dual-polarized antenna
with different𝑊1.
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Figure 6: Simulated |𝑆11| of the proposed dual-polarized antenna
with different𝑊3.

antenna for different sizes of the AMC unit is represented
in Figure 8. It is clear that as parameter 𝑚 increases from
13.5 to 19.5mm, the operating band of the antenna shifts to
lower frequency.When𝑚 increase to 19.5mm, the impedance
matching is improved in the lower band but the working
bandwidth shrinks obviously at the higher frequency. Thus,
the optimum parameter𝑚 is set at 16.5mm. Figure 9 depicts
the simulated |𝑆11| of the proposed antenna with different
number of AMC units. From this figure it appears that
the number of AMC units mainly affects both the working
bandwidth at the higher frequency and impedance matching
in the lower band. By balancing the overall dimension of the
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Figure 7: Simulated |𝑆11| of the proposed dual-polarized antenna
with different𝐻.
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Figure 8: Simulated |𝑆
11
| of the proposed dual-polarized antenna

with different𝑚.

AMC surface and the impedance bandwidth of the antenna,
a 7 × 7 AMC array has been finally selected.

To further investigate the dual-polarized operationmech-
anism of the slot antenna, inspired by [18], the simulated
electric-field distributions on the proposed antenna excited
by Port 1 and Port 2 at 2.4GHz are illustrated in Figure 10.
From this figure it appears that the maximum electric-field
intensity is concentrated in the two pairs of arrow-shaped
slots, meaning that these give the main contributions to the
total field radiated by the antenna. So, when Port 1 is excited
the resulting electric field is linearly polarized along the 𝑥-
axis (see in Figure 10(a)). Similarly, as shown in Figure 10(b),
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Figure 9: Simulated |𝑆11| of the proposed dual-polarized antenna
with different number of AMC units.

the 𝑦-directed linearly polarized radiation is produced when
Port 2 is excited.

To validate the design concept, the proposed dual-
polarized slot antenna employing an AMC structure as
reflector has been realized and measured. The photograph of
the antenna prototype is depicted in Figure 11. In Figure 12
the frequency behavior of the computed andmeasured results
concerning the antenna scattering parameters is reported.
From an analysis of this figure it results that while the
numerical results show a 38.9% bandwidth, covering from
1.97GHz to 2.92GHz, those measured show that the antenna
covers a bandwidth of 36.7%, operating from 1.96GHz to
2.84GHz. In addition, the isolation between the antenna
ports, that in the numerical results, is higher than 32 dB across
the entire frequency band and keeps higher than 29 dB in
the measurement results. The slight discrepancies observed
between the computed and measured results are mainly due
to the fabrication tolerance and the soldering of the SMA
connectors employed to excite the antenna.

Since the antenna is symmetrical the radiation patterns
related with Port 1 and Port 2 are similar. So, for the sake of
brevity only the radiation patterns for Port 1 at 2, 2.4, and
2.8GHz are illustrated in Figure 13. From these diagrams
it can be observed that the main beams are always in the
broadside direction without unwanted tilting or splitting. In
addition, the measured cross-polarization levels in both 𝑥𝑧-
plane and 𝑦𝑧-plane are of about 30 dB lower with respect
to the copolarization levels across the entire operating fre-
quency band, while the front-to-back ratios maintain in the
range of 25±3 dB. Finally, the gain and the radiation efficiency
presented in Figure 14 show that the antenna achieves a stable
gain higher than 8 dBi with an average radiation efficiency of
84%.

The comparisons of the measured performances of the
proposed antenna and of those having dual-polarization
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Figure 10: Electric-field distributions of the proposed antenna for (a) Port 1 and (b) Port 2.

Figure 11: Photograph of the proposed dual-polarized slot antenna.

characteristics reported in literature [1–4, 8, 11, 13, 17] are
listed in Table 2. As it can be observed, the proposed antenna
exhibits a wider impedance bandwidth (|𝑆11| < −10 dB or
VSWR < 2) than other referenced designs listed in Table 2,
except for the designs in [8, 11]. Notably, the antenna profile
of our design is only 0.13𝜆𝑐, which is lower than that of
designs reported in [8, 11]. Besides, the proposed antenna
exhibits stable gain (>8 dB) and desirable electric isolation
(>29 dB), whose results are good enough for many wireless
communication applications.

4. Conclusion

A wideband dual-polarized slot antenna excited by two
stepped microstrip feedlines has been presented. An AMC
surface, acting as reflector, has been employed to drastically
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Figure 12: Measured and simulated 𝑆-parameters of the proposed
antenna.

reduce the profile of the proposed antenna. The realized pro-
totype exhibits good performances in terms of wide operating
band, high electrical isolation, low back side lobes, and stable
antenna gain, meaning that it appears a good candidate to be
employed in radio base stations forWLAN/WIMAXand LTE
applications.
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Figure 13: Radiation patterns for Port 1 of the proposed antenna (a) 2GHz, (b) 2.4GHz, and (c) 2.8 GHz.
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Table 2: Comparisons of various dual-polarized antennas.

Ref. BW, % Height, 𝜆𝑐 Isolation, dB Gain, dBi
[1] 14.5 0.09 >40 Around 7
[2] 21.3 0.11 >34 /
[3] 34.9 0.19 >40 8.7–9.1
[4] 26.0 0.11 >25 Around 10
[8] 47.0 0.18 >37 >8
[11] 67.6 0.23 >36 6.6–9.6
[13] 28.9 0.15 >30 Around 7
[17] 31.2 0.15 >30 /
Pro. 36.7 0.13 >29 >8
𝜆𝑐 is the wavelength at the center frequency of the working band.
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